GT FIT
GCGTFBRMFDL01 (MSRP $329.99)
The GT FIT Series professional gaming chair comes with
streamlined gaming aesthetics and mixes true ergonomic
form with maximum function. In doing so, it creates a
perfect balance between desired gaming comfort and
expected performance during the most intense gaming
sessions. With an anti-fatigue design and built with
materials of the highest quality, the chair offers maximum
customization to suit both your gaming and comfort
needs

Level 20 GT Battlestation Gaming Desk
GDLBSBRHANX01 (MSRP $399.99)
Ergonomic height-adjustable design allows users to adjust
desk height between 28.9″ to 40.7″. Gamers can adjust to
sitting or standing positions to suit gaming needs.

CHALLENGER Prime
KBCHMMBBLU01 (MSRP $29.99)
The CHALLENGER Prime membrane gaming keyboard packs
a whole lot of features at a budget friendly price. The
backlighting system features red, blue, and purple LEDs for
static and pulse lighting; Brightness can further adjusted via
the dial in the front center of the keyboard. As with the
CHALLENGER series of keyboards, the CHALLENGER Prime
also features onboard memory for setting the dedicate
macro keys. In addition, there are multimedia keys, shortcut
keys, repeat rate and poll rate adjustment keys.

Iris Optical RGB Hatsune Miku Edition
MOIRSWDOHBK09 (MSRP $84.00)
The IRIS Optical RGB Hatsune Miku Edition Gaming Mouse
is a limited-edition model in collaboration with the popular
Japanese virtual pop-star "Hatsune Miku". It comes with
two-zone 16.8 millions of true RGB color and features 9
dynamic lighting effects with unique side aura illumination
for enhanced gaming atmosphere. The use of a PMW-3325
gaming grade optical sensor with up to 5000 DPI provides
superior accuracy and precision gaming for when you need
it most; and is equipped with durable gaming grade
switches with a lifespan of up to 20-million clicks for longlasting gameplay.

KNUCKER 4 IN 1 GAMING KIT
KBGCKPLBLUS01 (MSRP $64.99)
The KNUCKER 4 IN 1 GAMNG KIT – provides a one-stop
solution to meet all your gaming needs. The keyboard
uses gaming grade plunger switches for mechanical like
touch-feel, responsiveness and is equipped with 3-color
backlight illumination with 4 stunning lighting effects. The
headset uses a high quality 40mm neodymium driver for
high quality sound, auto adjusting headband suitable for
all head sizes, and easy to use inline control with bendable
microphone. The mouse uses a gaming grade optical
sensor with up to 2400 DPI and offers on-the-fly
sensitivity adjustments. It also comes with 3 lighting effect
modes and side panel lighting. Finally, the provision of a
textured weave semi- coarse mouse pad completes your
gaming gear setup to offer balanced speed-type
gameplay for superior mouse movement and durability
during long and intense gaming sessions.

